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Judging whether two things are the same or different
is frequently called for, both in daily life and in the psy-
chological laboratory. The study of prosopagnosia, a dis-
order in which people have difficulty recognizing faces,
offers a neuropsychological example. One way to study
this disorder is to ask patients whether two faces are the
same or different. But because the same–different exper-
iment is prone to response biases, care has to be taken in
obtaining an index of accuracy. The theory of signal de-
tectability has now been extended to the same–different
experiment (see Macmillan & Creelman, 1991) so that
the bias-free index d ¢ can be computed for this experiment
too. The properties of this index and its advantages over
seemingly more straightforward measures of accuracy,
such as percentage correct, are well known.

Less well understood than accuracy in the same–different
experiment is the measurement of its counterpart, re-
sponse bias. In many experiments, bias is a nuisance fac-
tor that needs to be controlled or eliminated. Sometimes,
however, the bias adopted by an observer is of interest in
its own right and therefore requires measurement. This
may be especially important in the study of prosopag-
nosia if, as Tarr, Gauthier, and Behrmann (1998) and
Gauthier, Behrmann, and Tarr (1999) report, the disorder
alters same–different biases for various classes of ob-
jects, not just for faces. If so, the disorder is not a deficit

specific to faces. To draw such a conclusion from labo-
ratory evidence, however, requires measuring response
bias in the same–different experiment.

The importance of proper measures of bias for other
designs is well recognized, and Snodgrass and Corwin
(1988) have reviewed various indices of bias for recog-
nition memory in the yes–no experiment. They observed
that different diagnostic groups (e.g., Huntington’s dis-
ease patients and amnesic patients) differed not only in
recognition accuracy, but also in response bias. However,
the indices of bias that they and Macmillan and Creelman
(1990) reviewed for the yes–no experiment do not trans-
pose to the same–different experiment. Macmillan and
Creelman (1991) have developed special measures of re-
sponse bias for the same–different design, but we provide
another perspective on indices of bias for that task by re-
formulating its decision space.

ELEMENTS OF THE
SAME–DIFFERENT EXPERIMENT

Before developing the isobias indices, we will sum-
marize the elements of the same–different experiment
and its detection-theoretic analysis. (Macmillan & Creel-
man, 1991, provide a full account of this design.) As with
most psychophysical methods, performance is assessed
from judgments made over a series of trials. In the same–
different method, every trial contains two observation in-
tervals (separated in time or space), and one of two events
occurs in each interval. With two intervals and two events,
there are four possible arrangements of the events in a trial.
In the standard version, every arrangement is equally likely
on any trial. After examining the two intervals, the ob-
server reports whether the two events were the same or
different. A detection-theoretic analysis of the judgments
makes the standard assumption that the observations are
distributed normally with equal variance.

TWO DECISION STRATEGIES

Whereas for the yes–no experiment there is but one
reasonable strategy for deciding whether an event oc-
curred in the observation interval, for the same–different
experiment there are at least two strategies available to 
an observer (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). One rule 
for solving the same–different problem is to take the dif-
ference between the observations of a trial, and if that
difference exceeds a criterion magnitude, the events are
declared different. This is known as the differencing strat-
egy. An alternative policy is to consider each observation
independently and to assign each to one or the other
event so that the two events can then be declared the
same or different. This rule is known as the independent-
observations strategy. Analysis shows that the two strate-
gies lead to different levels of accuracy and to different
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shaped receiver-operating characteristics (ROCs). The
independent-observations strategy is always equal or su-
perior to the differencing strategy (see, e.g., Hautus, Irwin,
& Sutherland, 1994; Irwin, Hautus, & Butcher, 1999).

VARIETIES OF BIAS INDICES FOR THE
SAME–DIFFERENT EXPERIMENT

Specification of response bias in the same–different
experiment, as in other designs, falls into two classes.
One class specifies the criterion location or cutoff point
on the decision variable, and the other class specifies a
likelihood ratio. For any given model, these two specifi-
cations are related, although not necessarily monotoni-
cally. Even though criterion location and likelihood ratio
are related, an observer who adopts a constant location
for different levels of accuracy will have a variable likeli-
hood ratio, and one who adopts a constant likelihood ratio
will have a variable cutoff point.

The availability of two strategies for the observer in
the same–different experiment complicates the analysis
of response bias in the experiment. A further complica-
tion arises because the specification of criterion location
on the decision axis can be made with respect to various
reference points, such as the origin of the axis or the
point corresponding to the neutral likelihood ratio of 1.
For the independent-observations strategy, the origin of
the decision axis can be placed at the point correspond-
ing to a likelihood ratio of 1, just as it can be in the yes–no
experiment. But for the differencing strategy, a likelihood
ratio of 1 does not coincide with the origin of the deci-
sion axis. Still another choice available is to specify the
degree of bias relative to the observer’s accuracy (see
Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). There are at least eight
indices of bias for the same–different experiment: five for
differencing, and three for independent observations.
Four of the differencing indices specify a location on the
decision axis, and the fifth specifies a likelihood ratio;
two of the independent-observations indices specify a lo-
cation, and the third specifies a likelihood ratio. Macmil-
lan and Creelman (1996) have noted that every bias
index implies its own isobias curve: the curve showing
how hit and false alarm rates covary as a function of dis-
criminability when bias remains constant. We therefore
also consider the isobias functions for the eight indices
we review.

The Decision Space for the Differencing Strategy
Figure 1 illustrates the decision space for the differenc-

ing strategy; there are two probability density functions,
one for same events and one for different events. The
equations for these densities can be derived by differen-
tiating the equations for the hit rate and the false alarm
rate,1 reported elsewhere (e.g., Hautus et al., 1994, Equa-
tions 1 and 2). Even though the events are assumed to be
Gaussian in distribution, their differences are not Gauss-

ian, because it is the absolute difference, rather than the
signed difference, that serves as the decision variable. The
densities in the example in Figure 1 are for events sepa-
rated by a d ¢ of 2. This strategy leads to an asymmetrical
ROC, as is shown in the insert in the figure.

Five indices of response bias are illustrated in Figure 1.
Two numerical examples of each, together with their lo-
cations on the ROC, are shown. One index, k, is the dis-
tance from the origin of the decision axis. An observer
who holds this index of bias constant for different levels
of accuracy sets the criterion at a fixed point on the de-
cision axis. A second way of designating criterion loca-
tion is in terms of its distance from the point corre-
sponding to a likelihood ratio of 1, the point at which the
two densities intersect. This index is designated cd . An
observer who holds this index constant locates the crite-
rion at a constant distance from the point representing
equal likelihood of same and different events. A third in-
dex expresses cd relative to accuracy. Following Macmil-
lan and Creelman (1991), we use a prime to distinguish
this relative index from its cousin, so that c¢d 5 cd / d ¢. A
fourth index, csd , was developed for the differencing strat-
egy by Macmillan and Creelman (1991, Equation 6.5); it
represents a constant distance on the decision axis from
the point corresponding to d ¢ / 2. The fifth index, bd , is
the likelihood ratio itself. This index specifies the ratio
of the likelihood of the events being the same to the like-
lihood of their being different and possesses some well-
known properties (see, e.g., Green & Swets, 1966). An
observer who holds the likelihood ratio constant must
adjust the cutoff point as the distance between the two
density functions, and, therefore, the observer’s accuracy
changes.

Five Families of Isobias Functions
for the Differencing Strategy

Isobias functions for k. The hit rate and the false
alarm rate are given by the definite integral of each den-
sity function between zero and the criterion, k. (Note that
the hit rate and the false alarm rate for this representation
are therefore given by the areas of the density functions
to the left of the criterion, not to the right, as is usually
the case.) Isobias functions can then be derived by de-
termining how the hit rate varies with the false alarm rate
for a given criterion as a function of d ¢. The parametric
equations for the differencing rule are given in Equa-
tion A1 of the Appendix. These equations are able to serve
as the parametric equations for all five isobias functions,
because the indices for the differencing rule are related
to each other. We have accommodated this by substitut-
ing appropriate expressions for the variable k in Equa-
tion A1. Figure 2A illustrates examples of such isobias
functions for k. Above the major diagonal, they turn out
to be horizontal straight lines corresponding to a given
hit rate. The lines are also shown below the diagonal for
completeness (see Macmillan & Creelman, 1990), but
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that region of the ROC square represents below-chance
performance, and presumably data can fall there only
through sampling errors.

Isobias functions for cd . Next, consider the isobias
functions of the differencing model for the index cd. Again,
the hit rate and the false alarm rate are found by inte-
grating the density functions up to the criterion, cd. Here,
the appropriate substitution for k in Equation A1 is given
by Equation A3 in the Appendix.  When that expression
is substituted for k in Equation A1, the parametric equa-
tions for cd are obtained. The resulting curves, illustrated
in Figure 2C, are similar to the comparable curves for
the yes–no experiment, except for an asymmetry about
the negative diagonal of the ROC square.

Isobias functions for c¢d . Isobias functions for the
index c¢d (cd expressed relative to d ¢) are illustrated in
Figure 2D. The idea is that different values of cd repre-
sent different degrees of bias for different levels of accu-
racy. For this index, the functions are generated by the
substitution of c¢d d ¢ for cd in Equation A3 of the Appen-
dix, and the resulting expression for k, given in Equa-
tion A4, is substituted in Equation A1.

Isobias functions for csd. The isobias functions for
csd , shown in Figure 2E, are based on Equation6.5 of Mac-
millan and Creelman (1991). They were obtained by sub-
stituting in Equation A1 the expression for k given in
Equation A5 of the Appendix. Here, the location index is
referenced with respect to the value corresponding to d ¢ / 2.

Isobias functions for b d . To compute the isobias
functions for bd requires substituting the appropriate ex-
pression, given in Equation A2 in the Appendix, for k in
Equation A1. Figure 2B illustrates the resulting isobias
curves. Again, the curves resemble the comparable yes–no
ones but are asymmetrical about the negative diagonal
of the ROC square. (Because cd is specified as the distance
from bd 5 1, the asymmetry in the ROC square of bd im-
plies the asymmetry of cd .)

The Decision Space for the
Independent-Observations Strategy

Three indices, ci, c¢i , and bi , comparable to those for
the differencing strategy, are available for measuring re-
sponse bias of an observer adopting the independent-
observations strategy. (Irwin & Hautus, 1997, provide a
detailed description of the independent-observations
model based on likelihood ratio.) In Figure 3, we have cho-
sen to represent the decision axis for this strategy as ci ,
with the criterion placed at ln(b) / d ¢ (see Irwin & Hau-
tus, 1997), because the independent-observations strat-
egy can be likened to two separate yes–no decisions, one
for each observation interval. In the yes–no experiment,
the location of the criterion in units of standard deviation
from the neutral bias point is given by ln(b) / d ¢ (Mac-
millan & Creelman, 1991, Equation 2.10; Noreen, 1981,
p. 246, Decision Rule 3). Figure 3 illustrates the proba-
bility densities for d ¢ 5 2 and the bias index ci on that de-

Figure 1. Probability density functions for the differencing strategy when d ¢ 5 2. The de-
cision axis for the differencing strategy, k, is the absolute value of the difference between the
two observations of a trial. Also illustrated are the likelihood ratio, b d , and the criterion loca-
tions, cd , c¢d and k, at the neutral likelihood-ratio point and at a second point. The correspond-
ing ROC for d ¢ 5 2 is also illustrated, with the location of the two values of isobias marked.
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cision axis. The corresponding symmetrical ROC for
this case and the location on the ROC of the two criterion
points are shown in the insert.

Adopting ci as the decision axis has three benefits:
(1) It provides an index of criterion location that is com-
parable to one for the yes–no method, (2) ROCs based on

its density functions are nearly identical to those based
on the likelihood ratio, and (3) the equations for this ver-
sion of the independent-observations strategy are sub-
stantially simpler than those based on bi (Irwin & Hautus,
1997). However, this transformation does not preserve
the exact value of the likelihood ratio for the strategy, be-

Figure 2. Isobias curves for the differencing strategy for k (A), b d (B), cd (C), c¢d (D), and csd (E).
The values illustrated are k 5 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5; b d 5 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.67, 0.5, and 0.4;
cd or c¢d 5 1.5, 1.0, 0.5, 0.0, 20.5, 21.0, and 21.5; and csd 5 0.5, 0.25, 0.0, 20.25, 20.5, 21.0, and
21.5. Theoretically, the curves continue below the major diagonal as shown, although in prac-
tice experimental data would be expected in that region by chance only. The below-chance func-
tions may nevertheless be useful for fitting models when some data fall in that region.
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cause the decision boundaries for each bias index are dif-
ferent, except for the neutral likelihood ratio of 1, where
the criterion based on ci is identical to that based on bi
(Irwin & Hautus, 1997).

The relation between a decision criterion anchored at
ln(b / d ¢) and one based on b can be seen in the two-
dimensional portrayal of the decision space for the same–
different experiment (see Irwin & Hautus, 1997, Fig-
ure 1). For the case of neutral bias when b 5 1, criterion
boundaries based on ln(b /d ¢) and b coincide and so par-
tition the decision space identically; but when b ¹ 1, crite-
rion boundaries based on ln(b /d ¢ ) and b coincide only at
extreme values of the decision space, so that they parti-
tion the decision space differently. Two yes–no decisions
based on the criterion ln(b /d ¢) constitute a conjunctive
rule for the same–different task: In the two-dimensional
representation, the observer accepts two observations as
stemming from the same event only if both are less than
2ln(b /d ¢) or if both are greater than ln(b /d ¢). The den-
sities depicted in Figure 3 arise from combining the two
areas that represent same events into one density and the
two remaining areas that represent different events into the
other density, thereby collapsing the two-dimensional
space into a one-dimensional representation.

Three Families of Isobias Functions for the
Independent-Observations Strategy

Isobias functions for c i . Figure 4A illustrates the iso-
bias curves for several values of ci. The parametric equa-
tions are provided in the Appendix, Equation A6. These
isobias curves, unlike those for cd of the differencing strat-

egy, are symmetric about the negative diagonal of the
ROC square.

Isobias function for c ¢i . Figure 4B illustrates the iso-
bias curves for several values of the relative index, c¢i,
which is simply ci / d ¢. The parametric equations are given
by Equation A7 in the Appendix.

Isobias functions for b i. Lastly, Figure 4C illustrates
isobias curves for the likelihood ratio index, b i, based on
the independent-observations strategy. Parametric equa-
tions for these functions are given in Equation A8 of the
Appendix. Again, the curves are symmetrical about the
negative diagonal of the ROC square and similar (although
not equivalent) in shape to the more familiar yes–no like-
lihood ratio functions.

AN EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE

To illustrate the application of these indices for the
same–different design, we will report an investigation of
the response biases adopted by normal people in judging
whether two images of a face were the same or different.
Unlike the procedure in a typical study of patients with
prosopagnosia, our procedure asked observers to rate their
confidence, rather than make a binary same–different de-
cision, about the difference between the two images. We
did this in order to obtain a set of isobias curves from a
single experiment.

Method
Subjects and Materials . Three students (2 women and 1 man)

served as observers. They viewed two color images of the same face

Figure 3. Probability density functions for the independent-observations strategy when
d ¢ 5 2. The decision axis shown for this strategy is ci . Two criterion values of ci and c¢i are il-
lustrated. The corresponding ROC for d ¢ 5 2 is also illustrated, with the location of the two
values of isobias marked.
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selected from the Psychological Image Collection of Stirling Uni-
versity (http://pics.psych.stir.ac.uk). The images were displayed
side by side on a 15-in. monitor (800 3 600 pixels). The two images
could be either identical or slightly different. To create different im-
ages of the same face, one of them was digitally distorted (Jasc
Software) by a “pinch” deformation which moved pixels toward the
center of the image. Four degrees of deformation were examined:
pinchings of 6%, 8%, 10%, and 12%.

Procedure. An experimental session consisted of four blocks of
64 trials (16 practice trials followed by 48 experimental trials), with
one block for each degree of deformation. The undistorted image
(the standard) remained fixed throughout. On every trial the two
images were presented for 1,500 msec. A 6-point rating scale then
appeared and remained visible until the observer clicked on a num-
ber to express a confidence rating that the two images were the same
(4, 5, or 6) or different (1, 2, or 3). The observer was then informed
whether the two images were, in fact, the same or different. There
was an equal probability that the two images would be the same or
different and that the distorted image would be to the left or the
right of the undistorted image. Each observer undertook two ses-
sions to yield 96 judgments (not counting practice ones) about each
percentage deformation.

Analysis. The data from each observer, and the pooled data of all
the observers, each provided 20 false alarm and hit rate pairs. These
constituted four ROC curves (five points each) and five isobias
curves (four points each). Analysis involved a hierarchical model-
fitting process that required two steps.

First, an estimate of d ¢ was obtained for each ROC curve by max-
imizing the likelihood that the data arose from the model. Bias pa-
rameters were permitted to be different across the four ROC curves,
and separate estimates of d ¢ were obtained for each of the two de-
cision strategies, differencing and independent observations. In the
second step, isobias curves, based on each bias index under inves-
tigation, were fitted to the data. Again maximum-likelihood estima-
tion was employed to estimate the values of the five bias parameters.
However, the sensitivity parameters were now fixed at the values es-
timated in the previous step. The f ixed values of d ¢ were always
those derived from the same decision strategy as the bias index that
was being f itted.

The ability of the various bias indices to account for the data was
assessed by calculating a chi-square statistic across the five best-
fitting isobias curves for a given index. This statistic was distributed

with 35 degrees of freedom (2 3 20 normal deviates less 5 param-
eters fitted). This resulted in a chi-square statistic based on either
the differencing strategy or the independent-observations strategy
for each bias index.

Results and Discussion
We pooled the ratings of the 3 observers. (The results of

individual observers sometimes contained empty cells that
caused the analyses to fail.) Even so, the ROC analyses did
not decisively favor one strategy over the other, although
the independent-observations strategy gave the slightly
better fit overall (Table 1). For the differencing strategy, the
summed chi-square for the four ROCs gave p(c2 (16) >
28.96) 5 .024; for the independent-observations strategy,
the summed value gave p(c2 (16) > 25.94) 5 .055. The
estimated d¢s for the four degrees of deformation for the
differencing and independent-observations strategies are
also shown in Table 1. Evidently, deformations of 10%
and 12% were equally discriminable from the standard.

The goodness-of-fit statistics for eight different bias
indices are shown in Table 2. Only ci for the independent-
observations strategy was not significantly different from
the data, although cd for the differencing strategy fitted
moderately well. Figure 5 shows how the isobias func-

Figure 4. Isobias curves for the independent-observations strategy for ci , c¢i , and b i are shown in panels A, B, and C. The values il-
lustrated are ci or c¢i 5 1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.0, 20.25, 20.5, and 21.0, and b i 5 2.5, 1.5, 1.25, 1.0, 0.8, 0.67, and 0.4. Like the functions for
the differencing strategy, they are shown extending below the major diagonal.

Table 1
Best-Fitting d ¢ for Each Deformation (%) and Goodness of Fit

(c2 With 4 Degrees of Freedom [df ] for Each Receiver-Operating
Characteristic and 16 df for the Sum) for Each Decision Strategy

Differencing Independent Observations

Deformation d ¢ c2 d ¢ c2

6 1.94 4.31 1.56 4.07
8 2.98 7.41 2.36 5.18

10 3.50 11.29* 2.75 5.66
12 3.47 5.95 2.71 11.03*

Summed c2 28.96* 25.94

*p < .05.

http://pics.psych.stir.ac.uk
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tions for both these indices fit the data. The analyses of
both accuracy and bias agree in favoring the interpretation
that the observers adopted the independent-observations
strategy when making these judgments. As Macmillan and
Creelman (1991) have noted, the independent-observations
strategy is available only when the standard is fixed (as
it is here). Furthermore, the multidimensional nature of
the stimuli may favor the adoption of the independent-
observations strategy (Irwin & Francis, 1995).

DISCUSSION

Empirical Considerations
It may seem prosaic to recommend the index that best

describes an observer’s response biases as the one to be
preferred. However, that index may differ for different
tasks and for different observers, and so the fact that ci
for the independent-observations strategy, for example,

best fits the data we have presented does not necessarily
commend it for other cases. Indeed, some implementa-
tions of the same–different experiment, such as the rov-
ing design (see Macmillan & Creelman, 1991), force the
adoption of a differencing strategy, in which case some
index other than ci is needed. And if, for whatever rea-
son, the observer chooses to adopt different criteria when
faced with discriminations of different degrees of diffi-
culty, no one index may prove entirely satisfactory.

Theoretical Considerations
Macmillan and Creelman (1990) have provided a val-

uable assessment of the theoretical status of indices of
response bias for the single-interval experiment. Here we
consider some theoretical matters as they bear on the
same–different experiment.

Independence from discriminability. One theoreti-
cal perspective holds that a good index of response bias
should remain independent of discriminability, just as a
good index of discriminability should be independent of
response bias. However, as Macmillan and Creelman
(1990) have put it, discriminability and bias are not sym-
metric in this respect. Nevertheless, investigators have
sought experimental evidence for a bias measure that does
not alter when discriminability alters, presumably on the
assumption that observers should maintain the same bias
for different degrees of discriminability (e.g., Dusoir,
1983; See, Warm, Dember, & Howe, 1997; Snodgrass &
Corwin, 1988). This quest perhaps overlooks the fact
that choice of the criterion is at the observer’s disposal:
There may be good or bad reasons for shifting one’s cri-
terion when faced with easy or difficult tasks. But to sup-

Table 2
Goodness of Simultaneous Fit (c2 With 35 Degrees of Freedom)

to Five Isobias Curves for Each of Eight Bias Indices

Parameter Estimates

Index 1 2 3 4 5 c2

k 3.49 2.65 1.78 0.95 0.31 72.04‡
cd 21.53 20.71 0.14 0.94 1.55 51.55*
c¢d 20.49 20.21 0.09 0.40 0.74 90.80‡
csd 22.04 21.24 20.42 0.34 0.90 77.54‡
bd 0.10 0.28 0.71 1.55 2.53 764.95‡
ci 20.95 20.47 0.02 0.60 1.34 40.38
c¢i 20.40 20.20 0.01 0.26 0.56 60.72†
bi 0.17 0.44 1.00 2.69 13.33 225.74‡

*p < .05; †p < .01; ‡p < .001.

Figure 5. Best-fitting isobias functions for discriminating between two images of the same
face. The different symbols represent ratings of 2 (filled squares, top) to 6 (filled circles, bottom).
Panel A shows the best-f itting functions for the index cd of the differencing strategy, and panel B
shows the best-fitting functions for the index ci of the independent-observations strategy. The
maximum-likelihood estimates of the parameters and their goodness of fit for these two indices
are shown in Table 2.
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pose that discriminability might alter with response bias
would be to contravene a fundamental tenet of detection
theory—namely, that discriminability depends solely on
the sensitivity of the observer and the parameters of the
stimuli. No detection-theoretic precept requires that re-
sponse bias be invariant with discriminability; hence,
none of the same–different indices we have presented
should be excluded on those grounds.

Range of possible values. A second characteristic
proposed for a good index of response bias is that its range
of possible values should be independent of discrim-
inability. In this respect, the range of both bd and cd for
the differencing strategy depend on d ¢. The upper bound
of bd is given by exp(d ¢2 / 4), as can be seen by solving
Equation A2 for bd when k 5 0. Hence, the ROC for the
differencing strategy approaches the point (0, 0) with a
finite slope of exp(d ¢2 / 4). Of course, although an index
like bd may have a finite range, it can still give rise to all
possible points on the ROC. Similarly, the upper bound
for cd approaches Ö2 as d ¢ approaches zero. These two
indices, therefore, do not possess the desirable property
of their ranges’ being independent of accuracy.

Monotonicity. A third characteristic proposed by Mac-
millan and Creelman (1990) for any satisfactory measure
of response bias is that it be monotonic with the sum of
the hit rate and the false alarm rate (see their Equation 2).
They observed that the likelihood ratio fails this test.
However, the fact that the likelihood ratio is the criterion
that maximizes several important objectives (see Green
& Swets, 1966; Neyman & Pearson, 1933) gives it a spe-
cial theoretical status. Macmillan and Creelman (1990)
acknowledged the theoretical importance of the likelihood
ratio index but argued that other measures might prove
more attractive in practice. Note that for our data, the two
best-fitting indices satisfy the monotonicity condition.

Some Other Comparisons
The index k for the differencing strategy arising from

adopting a fixed hit rate is strictly parallel to a criterion
available in the yes–no experiment. In the yes–no exper-
iment, a fixed false alarm rate is more commonly consid-
ered, in which case the observer is known as a Neyman–
Pearson observer (see, e.g., Egan, 1975, p. 23). Because
the definition of hits and false alarms is arbitrary for the
same–different experiment, a constant hit rate or false
alarm rate is a matter of definition.

A property of the index bd for the differencing strategy,
shown in Figure 2B, is that the isobias curve for bd 5 1
does not lie, as might be expected, on the negative diag-
onal of the ROC square, as it does for the independent-
observations strategy and for the standard analysis of the
yes–no experiment. This displacement of bd is also evi-
dent from the asymmetry of the ROCs. As a result, the
point at which the slope of the ROC is unity and, there-
fore, bd 5 1 (see, e.g., Macmillan & Creelman, 1991)
falls above the negative diagonal. Paradoxically, perhaps,

an unbiased likelihood ratio observer who adopts the dif-
ferencing strategy will therefore be biased toward judg-
ments of same.

Examining the probability density functions for the dif-
ferencing strategy reveals the reason for the discrepancy
between cd and csd, the index derived by Macmillan and
Creelman (1991, Equation 6.5). Their calculation of csd
for the differencing strategy is based on a common depic-
tion of the decision space of the same–differentexperiment
in which three underlying densities, rather than two, are
portrayed. In this depiction, a central Gaussian density
function for the two combinations of same events is
flanked by two Gaussian densities for the two possible
arrangements of the different events (see their Figure 6.4).
The discrepancy between the isobias functions for cd and
csd (compare Figures 2C and 2E) arises because the point
corresponding to d ¢ / 2 for this strategy does not coincide
with the neutral likelihood ratio of 1 (see Figure 1), as the
three-function depiction might suggest.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Whenever response bias in same–different judgments
needs to be measured, a variety of indices is available; we
have reviewed eight. These indices are analogous, but not
numerically identical, to those for the yes–no experiment.
Hence, special formulae are needed for their calculation.
We remain agnostic about which index is to be preferred.
If but one level of accuracy is available, any index will
do, but if more than one is available, the most instructive
account of the observer’s response biases may be that
index whose isobias function best fits the data.
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NOTE

1. The definition of hits and false alarms is arbitrary for the same–
different experiment. Following Noreen (1981), we define a hit as 
calling two events the same when they were in fact the same and a 
false alarm as calling two events the same when they were in fact dif-
ferent.

APPENDIX

This appendix presents the parametric equations, of the form
F 5 f1(s) and H 5 f2(s), for the functions illustrated in the fig-
ures. The first term, F, is the false alarm rate for the model, and
the second term, H, is the hit rate. With the isobias index as the
parameter, the equations generate the corresponding isobias func-
tion; with d ¢ as the parameter, they generate the corresponding
ROC. The equations give the isobias and ROC curves for non-
negative values of d ¢; the curves for negative values of d ¢ can be
obtained by reflection about the major diagonal.

Differencing Strategy
1. Parametric equations for isobias functions based on a par-

ticular value of the decision axis, k (see Hautus et al., 1994, Equa-
tions 1 and 2) are as follows:

(A1)

where F(·) is the cumulative normal distribution function.
For each of the remaining indices of bias we first determine

the relationship between the value of the index and the value of
the decision axis. The particular equation that relates each index
to the decision axis can then be substituted for k in Equation A1
to give the parametric equations for isobias functions based on
each index.

2. Parametric equations for isobias functions based on the
likelihood ratio for the differencing strategy, bd, are given by
the ratio of the likelihoods of same to different events. The den-
sity function for same events is a normal distribution, with a
mean of zero; that for different events is half the sum of two
normal distributions, with means of d ¢ and –d ¢. The ratio of these
two densities is

Note that because

Finally, solve for k:

(A2)

where arcosh(·) is the inverse hyperbolic cosine function. The
parametric equations for the index bd are obtained by substitut-
ing Equation A2 into Equation A1.

3. To obtain parametric equations for isobias functions based
on cd, we must start with Equation A2, because cd is defined as
the distance on the decision axis from bd 5 1. So the paramet-
ric equations for the index cd are obtained by substituting into
Equation A1.

(A3)

4. Parametric equations for isobias functions based on c¢d are
obtained from the definition c¢d = cd / d ¢. Thus, cd = c¢d d ¢ can be
substituted into Equation A3 to yield

(A4)

which, in turn, is substituted into EquationA1 to obtain the para-
metric equations based on the index c¢d.

5. Parametric equations for isobias functions based on csd are
obtained by substituting the equation

(A5)

in Equation A1. Note that this definition is different from that
offered by Macmillan and Creelman (1991, Equation 6.5), be-
cause we have defined a hit as the probability of making the re-
sponse same when the events are the same.

Independent-Observations Strategy
Because of a discontinuity in the first derivative of the den-

sity functions for the independent-observations strategy (at ci 5
0 or b i 5 1), the complete isobias functions for this strategy are
defined as continuous piecewise using the step function, where
step(x) 5 1 for x ³ 0 and step(x) = 0 for x < 0. For compactness,
some of the variables are first defined separately.
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APPENDIX (Continued)

6. Parametric equations for isobias functions based on ci were
first reported by Irwin and Hautus (1997; Hautus et al., 1994),
but in a form not easily recognizable in the present context. If
we let ln(b) / d ¢ 5 ci in Equations 5 and 6 of Irwin and Hautus
(1997) and combine the equations for both halves of the ROC
curve, the following parametric equations are obtained for ci of
the independent-observations strategy:

(A6)

7. Parametric equations for isobias functions based on c¢i are
obtained using the definition c¢i = ci /d ¢, as for the case of the dif-
ferencing strategy. Substitution of ci = c¢i d ¢ in Equation A6 yields

(A7)

where t1 and t2 are as defined above.
8. Parametric equations for isobias functions based on bi are

presented by Irwin and Hautus (1997, Equations 2–4). We again
present these functions, but in a more compact form. First define
the equations:

where fµx µ y is the bivariate normal density function of sensory
evidence (s 5 1, r 5 0), with dimensions x and y representing
the evidence arising from each of the two observations of a
trial. The marginal means for each density function are speci-
fied by the subscripts. t3(d ¢, bi) is the volume under the density
functions arising from same events beyond the criterion b i
when bi ³ 1. t4(d ¢, bi) is the corresponding volume under the
density functions arising from different events. These quantities
therefore are equal to H and F only when bi ³ 1. By taking ad-
vantage of reflection symmetry about y 5 2x and introducing
piecewise functions, the parametric equations for the isobias
functions based on bi can be determined for all values of bi.:

(A8)
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